
Discover the Ultimate Fishing and
Floating Experience in Ohio
Switzerland County Indiana

Welcome to Ohio Switzerland County, Indiana, a hidden gem for fishing and

floating enthusiasts. Nestled in the heart of the Midwest, this picturesque county
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offers pristine waters, abundant wildlife, and unforgettable experiences for

outdoor enthusiasts. Whether you crave the excitement of catching trophy fish or

seek a peaceful escape on a serene river, Ohio Switzerland County has it all.

The Best Fishing Spots

Ohio Switzerland County boasts an array of fishing spots that cater to both

seasoned anglers and beginners. Here are some of the top locations:
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1. Ohio River

The Ohio River is a renowned fishing destination, known for its diverse fish

species, such as bass, catfish, and trout. Whether you prefer fishing from the

shore or casting a line from a boat, the river offers exciting opportunities for all.

2. Markland Lock and Dam
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The Markland Lock and Dam area is a prime spot for fishing. Its calm waters

attract several fish species, including flathead catfish, sauger, and crappie. Don't

miss the chance to reel in some big catches in this beautiful location.

3. Hardy Lake

Located within a short drive from Ohio Switzerland County, Hardy Lake is a

popular destination for fishing and camping. This 2,500-acre lake offers ample

opportunities to catch largemouth bass, crappie, bluegill, and more. Spend a day

at Hardy Lake and create lasting memories.

Planning Your Floating Adventure

Ohio Switzerland County is not only ideal for fishing enthusiasts but also for those

who love to float down scenic rivers. Here's what you need to know for the

ultimate floating experience:

1. Ohio River Floats

The Ohio River provides breathtaking views as you float along its gentle current.

Whether you choose a kayak, canoe, or tube, make sure to pack your sense of

adventure and an appreciation for the region's natural beauty. Be sure to bring

sun protection and plenty of water to stay hydrated during your float.

2. Markland "Elk Creek" Floats

For a tranquil floating experience, head to Markland "Elk Creek." This picturesque

waterway offers a peaceful escape, surrounded by lush forests and wildlife. Grab

your favorite floatation device and immerse yourself in the tranquility of nature.

3. Switzerland County Canoe

The Switzerland County Canoe is a popular choice for those seeking a family-

friendly floating adventure. With options for both shorter and longer floats, you



can tailor your trip to your preferences. Enjoy the scenic beauty as you navigate

through the calm waters.

Regulations and Safety Tips

Before embarking on your fishing or floating expedition, ensure you are aware of

the regulations and safety guidelines to make the most of your trip. Here are a few

key points to remember:

Fishing Regulations

Check the fishing seasons, limits, and special regulations for each fishing

spot.

Obtain the necessary fishing licenses or permits.

Respect catch-and-release guidelines to preserve the fish populations.

Floating Safety Tips

Wear a life jacket at all times during your floating adventure.

Inform someone about your float plan and estimated return time.

Be mindful of the weather conditions and avoid floating during storms or high

winds.

Pack essentials such as a first aid kit, snacks, and a waterproof bag for your

belongings.

Ohio Switzerland County, Indiana, is a paradise for fishing and floating

enthusiasts. With its stunning fishing spots, scenic rivers, and abundant wildlife, it

offers the ultimate outdoor experience. Whether you're planning a fishing trip with

friends or a relaxing float with family, this charming county has everything you



need for a memorable adventure. Start planning your getaway today and immerse

yourself in the beauty of Ohio Switzerland County!
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Ohio & Switzerland County Indiana Fishing & Floating Guide Book

Over 400 full 8 ½ x 11 sized pages of information with maps and aerial

photographs available. Fishing information is included for ALL of the county’s

public ponds and lakes, listing types of fish for each pond or lake, average sizes,

and exact locations with GPS coordinates and directions. Also included is fishing

information for most of the streams and rivers including access points and public

areas with road contact and crossing points and also includes fish types and

average sizes.

NEW NEW Now with a complete set of full sized U.S.G.S. Topographical Maps for

the entire county that normally cost from $12.00 to $14.00 each but are included
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on the disk for FREE. These maps are complete full sized 7.5 minute series

quadrangle maps in 1:24,000 scale maps.

Contains complete information on

Arnold Creeks (F)

Grants Creek (F)

Indian Creek (F)

Laughery Creek (F)

Log Lick Creek

Ohio River (F)

Plum Creek

South Fork Laughery Creek

(F) means floatable stream or river

Unlock the Secrets of Will County Illinois
Fishing: The Ultimate Floating Guide!
Experience the Thrill of Fishing in Will County, Illinois Will County, located

in Illinois, is a hidden gem for all fishing enthusiasts. With its pristine

lakes, serene...
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Discover the Ultimate Fishing and Floating
Guide for Wood County, Ohio!
Wood County, Ohio, offers a diverse range of fishing and floating

opportunities for outdoor enthusiasts. With its scenic rivers, lakes, and

reservoirs, the...

The Ultimate Lawrence County Kentucky
Fishing Floating Guide: Discover the Hidden
Gems of the Bluegrass State
Nestled in the heart of the Bluegrass State, Lawrence County in Kentucky

is a hidden paradise for fishing enthusiasts and outdoor adventurers.

Renowned for its abundant...

Unveiling the Insane Race Walking Record
Achieved in June 2019: 885 Kilometers!
About Race Walking Have you ever wondered what race walking is all

about? Known as an Olympic event, race walking is a distinctive track

and field discipline where...

Uncover the Best Fishing and Floating Spots
in Grundy County Illinois: Your Ultimate
Guide
About Grundy County Illinois Located in the heart of the Midwest, Grundy

County in Illinois offers a haven for fishing and floating enthusiasts

seeking pristine waters and...
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Discover the Ultimate Guide to Fishing and
Floating in Brown County, Illinois
About Brown County, Illinois Brown County, Illinois, also known as the

"Gateway to the Illinois River," is a hidden gem for fishing and floating

enthusiasts. Nestled in the...

Discover the Ultimate Fishing and Floating
Guide in Garfield County Colorado
Garfield County, Colorado, is a hidden gem for fishing and floating

enthusiasts. With its pristine lakes, rivers, and streams, this county offers

endless opportunities to...

The Ultimate Adventure Dive Logbook: Dive
into the Deep Blue like Never Before!
Exploring the enchanting depths of the ocean is an experience like no

other. The world beneath the surface is teeming with vibrant marine life,

stunning coral reefs, and...
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